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 Aim. Thanks to its embedded sensors, smartphones could be useful in 
cardiac health monitoring. Our aim was to test the feasibility of monitoring 
cardiac activity and its possible deconditioning induced by prolonged 
horizontal bed rest (HBR) by using smartphone-acquired 
seismocardiographic (SCG) signals. 

Methods. Ten healthy volunteers were enrolled in a 10-day HBR at the 
Hospital of Izola (Slovenia). By positioning the smartphone on subject’s 
chest, 1-minute SCG (triaxial accelerometer and gyroscope, fs=100Hz) was 
acquired at subject’s awakening in supine position before HBR (PRE), the 
10th day of HBR (BR10), and one day after re-ambulation (R+1). After pre-
processing, beats were automatically identified and beat-to-beat measurement 
was obtained, from which heart rate (HR) and HR variability indices (SDNN, 
RMSSD, SDNN/RMSSD) were calculated. A median beat template was ob-
tained from the accelerometer z-axis (figure), from which isovolumetric con-
traction (IVC), aortic valve opening (AO) and closure (AC) points were used 
to compute tIVC-AO and tIVC-AC time intervals, AMPAO-IVC amplitude and AM-
PAO/AMPAC amplitude ratio, and IVC-AO slope. 
Also, beat-to-beat integrals of linear and rota-
tional kinetic energy were computed, and the ra-
tio of their median values (iKlin/iKrot) was calcu-
lated. Changes compared to PRE, and between 
BR10 and R+1, were assessed by Wilcoxon test. 

Results. At BR10, HR and SDNN/RMSSD increased compared to PRE 
(9% and 50%, respectively). Also, AMPAO-IVC increased (40%). At R+1, HR 
and SDNN/RMSSD further increased by 17% and 15% compared to PRE, 
mainly due to decreased RMSSD. Compared to BR10, AMPAO-IVC (-28%), 
IVC-AO slope (-40%) and AMPAO/AMPAC (-35%) reduced. The iKlin/iKrot 
remained unaltered during HBR, increasing at R+1 compared to PRE (213%) 
and BR10 (190%). 

Conclusions. Ten days of HBR caused alterations in cardiac electro-
mechanical activity, increasing sympathetic HR modulation and affecting 
SCG morphology. At HBR termination, changes in SCG morphology recov-
ered, while iKlin/iKrot increased. Using smartphone sensors to follow decondi-
tioning appears feasible. 
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